Homophones Practice: They’re, There and Their

Complete these sentences using the correct homophone. The first three have been done for you.

1. ”Look at the beautiful rainbow over there!” gasped Lydia.
2. The one with the white fence is their house.
3. Do you think they’re hiding?
4. Put the book over __________ on the shelf.
5. __________ bus was running late.
6. The cold wind made __________ teeth chatter.
7. Could they be in __________?
8. Blue Smarties are the best, __________ my favourites.
9. Ava and Lucas put __________ hands up at the same time.
10. Are you sure __________ not real?
11. The new teacher got __________ books in a muddle.
12. I went __________ last summer too!
13. Is __________ a doctor anywhere near?